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THREE-DIMENSIONAL

,

A NUMERICAL CODE FOR THE

PARABOLICWAVE

by

EQUATION

J. C. Goldstein

The intent of

— ABSTRACT

This reuort summarizesvarious features of a code (originally
brought to tie Los Alamos ScientificLaboratory (LASL)by F. TauDert. . . .
‘of the Courant Institute in New York) designed to solve the three-
dimensionalparabolic wave equation with an added nonlinear (self-
focusing) term. Some exact conservationlawa of the full nonlinear
equation are considered. The precise numerical method used to solve
the equation is expl~citlydisplayed. COmparisonaof
computed results with exact reaulta for a sample pure
problem are made. A discussion of various input data
which now exists in two different versions, is given.

this report is to summarize vari-

ous features of the code brought to the Los Alamos

ScientificLaboratory (LASL)by F. Tappert several

years ago. There are two versions of the code read-

ily available: (a) Tappert’s original version with

additional contour and three-dimensionalplots which

were added by S. J. Gitomer, to be referred to as

TAP1 below; (b),a version in which the Fourier manip-

ulation is redone, partially coded in COMPASS, with

different graphics output; these modificationswere

done by D. B. Henderson and we shall refer to this

version as TAP2 below.

The code waa written by F. Tappert originally

to study self-focusingin a nonlinear medium. Since

the small-scale instabilitytheory of self-focusing

(as given by Suydam in Ref. 1, for example) predicts

that an initiallyaxisymmetriclight beam will break

up into a nonaxisymmetricpattern of filamentsas

the beam propagates through a nonlinear medium, the

code is capable of treating the propagationof a

general two-dimensionalwave front. The model of

the medium nonlinearityin the code reduces to the

usual cubic term at low light intensitiesbut satu-

rates at high intensities. Although the code was

not intended to treat propagation through laser

media, a constant

the calculation.

gated; hence, the

numerically
diffraction
for the code,

gain (or loss) may be included in

Only a single wave front is prOpa-

nonlinear medium is assumed to re-

spond instantaneously. Only a single polarization

component of the electric field is treated. Although

general two (transverse)-dimensionalwave fronts can

be considered,one must recall that the code does

solve the paraxial or quasioptical equation rather

than the full second~rder wave equation so that the

general limits of applicabilityof the paraxial ap-

proximation (e.g., limited range of Fresnel numbers

in pure diffraction problems) apply.

We proceed to present the quasiopticalequation,

various general properties, the numerical method of

solution, and some oxsmples from diffraction theory

alone (no nonlinear medium). Most of these topics

are expanded verai.onsof statementsmade in various

notes left here by F. Tappert.

We use the slowly varying envelope representa-

tion of the full electric field E.

-ilo’r
E(x,y,z;T)= ~ E(x,y,z)e + Cc. (la)
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~=t- 2fv (lb)

v - cln (lC)

where n is the linear index of refractionof the me-

dium (only a single medium is treated by the code).

The usual treatment (using Eq. (1) in the wave eque-

tion, Ref. 1; a somewhat different derivation is

given in Ref. 2) then gives the followingquasiopti-

cal equation for the envelope E(x,y,z).

-2ik~= V~E + k261~12E (2a)

k=;=? (2b)

6
‘2.—
n (Zc)

~2 2
v:==++ . (2d)

ax ay

Here n2 is the nonlinear index of refractionof the
4

medium [using the relation E = - nn
23

~ in Eq. (2) re-

covers the form of this equation derived in Ref. 1,

aside from a definitionwhich interchangesE and E*

inEq. (l)].

We consider Eq. (2) on a square region of the

transverseplane:

0<X5E—

o~y~!z .

Changing to dimension.1.essvariables x“,Y’,

x“=~ II!Z*
x = !tX”

xY- = ~. y = !@”

a la_.—=
ax L ax

a2 ~ a2
—.—

ax2
-3’

E2 ax

Eq. (2a) becomes

-2ik&w= ~v.2E +k261E12E
az ~2 1 .

We next rescale z to

z
z“=?

kk

ao that Eq. (5) becomes

(3s)

(3b)

(4a)

(4b)

(5)

(6)

We now define a scaled electric field envelope E“

and a new constant 6 by

so that finally the scaled quasiopticslequation

becomes

(8)

(9a)

= +V;2E” i- - E“ (9b)
I +y]E0\2

=1.2.
~VIE +

[ 1e+ iaE’.(9c)

l+ylE’12

Here a saturable form of the nonlinearity,parame-

trized by y, has been added in Eq. (9b) and a con-

stant gain (or 10ss), specified by a, hea been in-

cluded in Eq. (9c). Notice that according to the

relative signs of Eq. (9c),ct>Ocorrespondsto a—

loss while ~ corresponds to a ~ - in cmtrast

to the conventionalusage. The three parameter

a, & and Y are referred to by their Greek names

in the code.

Henceforthwe shall drop the primes and aasume

that all quantities are scaled. Equation (9) has

the form of a Schr~dingerequation: in discussing

some of the general properties of this equation,we

will symbolize the nonlinear term by f(lE12) and

consider the equations

-i ~= +V:E+f(lE12)E (lOa)

i~*= ;V:E* + f(lE12)E* . (lOb)

Here we have obviously set a:O and thus do not con-

sider the case of constant gain or loss. By analogy

with quantum mechanics, we expect that probability

or wave functionnormalizationwill be a conserved

quantity. From Eq. (10) we see that

2



~
dxdy i &(E*EI = i ~z

J
~ dxdy E*E

bdry

Assuming thatE(~L,z) + O as ;l + - rapidly enough

makes the last integral negligibly smell in the

limit, so that the total power in the beam is con-

served.

a

J 1
i% dxdylE12 = O + dxdylE12 = const. (11)

Notice that this holds even in the presence of the

nonlinear term although it has been assumed that f

is a real function, that ia,

f*(IE{2)=f(l E12) . (12 )

That is, 6 and yof Eq. (9b) are real constants if

that explicit form of f is used.

Again by analogy with quantum mechanics, one

expects that, in the absence of constant gain or

loss, total energy is conserved. We use the analogy

to define a total energy <E>, but in view of the

“nonlinearpotential”term f we allow for a more

general energy functional.

fE>=@yE*[~V:+G(,E,2)]E . (13)

Therefore,

i~cE>=JdxdY{(’:*)[M+GqE

+ E*
[ 1( )

+V:+ G(U) ifg

‘E’[fi+l’l ‘
(14 )

. where

*

u . E*’ (15)

(
Q=i cl&*E+E*g

i dz dz )dz “
(16)

Using Eq. (10) to compute the field derivatives,we

obtain

id

J {(
~ <E> = dxdy $VfE* + fE*

)(
~’;’ +GE

)

(
+ ~V:E*+GE*)( -; ’;E-fE)

* dG
+E~

[( )1I$v:E*+fc)E+E*(-$ v:E-fE E ‘

J I
where dxdy E*(VfE) = dxdy (fE*)E l=s been used in

the underlined term. Assembling the terms we find

+,> =jdxdy.&:$)~-fE+u~’)

-( $)(

~
z ~’ GE*

)1

-fE*+u:E* . (17)

Assuming further that

G*(IE12 = G(IE12) > (18)

we see that in order to have conservationof energy

we need to choose G such that it satisfies the

following equation.

u~+G - f = O .

Suppose that f may be representedby

.

f(u) .~ fnu” ,

(19)

(20)

U.()

where the fn are real constants. Although this iS

not the most general form imaginable for the non-

linear term, it does include the explicit form used

in the code as in Eq. (9b)- Then we may trY the

following representationof G.

m

G(u) =x gnun , (21)
~.o

where g are real constants. Equation (19) then
n

gives

u2 “gnun-’‘ $&n’gf nun .
U=(J n=o n.()



This is satisfied if Another relation stated but not proved in those

notes is the following: let us define

(n+l)gn= fn;gn=+fn .

Obviously this is true if

f
G(u) =: duf(u) . (22)

Explicitly,for the nonlinear terms of Eq. (9a) and

(9b),wefind the following “potentialenergy” func-

tional.

Ga(l~12)=:/E12 (23s)

By anal.ogywith quantun mechanics, Eqs. (23a) and

(23b) in Eq. (13) give the following explicit forma

for the “kinetic energy” TE and the “potentialener-

gy” M?.

f J*$V:E=-+TE = dxdy E dxdy (?lE*)o(ijE)

TE = - ~J&cfy@,E12

PE .$xdy E*G(IE12)E - ~&xdy(lE,2~

J[ )]
=: dxdy IE]2 -~ Ea(l+Yl E12 .

From Eqs.(17) and (19) we have that

<E> = TE + PE = constant .

This affords another check, in addition to Eq.

(24)

(25a)

(25b)

(26)

(n),

on the numerical accuracy of the code. Again, Eq.

(26) is a general result which does not depend on

the exact form of the nonlinearity f,providedf sat-

isfiea the reality condition of Eq. (12). Recall

that we are taking GO in these considerations,so

that there is no constant gain or leas. Apparently,

in the code the algebraic sign of the quantitiesTE

and PE are opposite to that indicated in Eq. (24)

and Eq. (25). <E> is Cslled EN in the code.

So th

stated in

4

propertiesof Eq. (11) and Eq. (26)were

Tappert’snotes but not explicitly proved.

dxdy X2 +Y2 lE(x,y;z)l
2

2 jxdyl~(x,y;z)12
‘o = . (27)

The claim is then stated that

d2 2 -4 <E>

()~ ro . (28)

From Eq. (26), the right-handside of Eq. (28) is

implied to be constant in z.

To investigate the validity of Eq. (28), it is

convenient to return to the formalismof quantum

mechanics. To this end we define a HamiltonianH

2
H=~+V (29)

and a momentum operator

The Schr6dinger

thus

+ ~+
P iv ..— (30)

equation for the wave function ~ is

fi+$=
(

r12 )-++V$

-fi .??. HI/1*

assuming

= (%$+’)$
(31a)

V*=V . (32)

Since the denominatorof Eq. (27) is z independent

by Eq. (11), it is sufficient to consider the nu-

merator only. Since Eq. (31) is identicalto Eq.

(10) with the replacementst = z, $ = E, ~ = m= 1,

we will continue to use the quantun mechanics nota-

tion and make these replacements

calculation. Thus, we define

-2
‘o f

= dT@*r2~

and consider its t dependence.

at the end of the

(33)

1



()1&;o’=~T[(#)r2$+ V*.2#. . a-2
% ‘o I

= 2 d~;”~ , (37b)

In what follows we use the notation Ai for the com-
where J is the current density

ponents of a vector ~ and assume summationsover all
b

repeated indices. Thue
...

= w+%%~’)”~+$*r2(%%$))

=&p{-(%Pk$ ( ))
*r’@ + @*r’ PkPkV “

Now, since

fi.(pk’ly+ =~@%k$) ~ (34)

we get

a -2
x ‘o f{()

/

. & dT - pk~ *pkr2$ i-$*r2pkpk$ .

(35)

Recalling the commutationrelations

[1‘i’pj
= ih6

ij [1‘- ‘j’ri ‘
(36)

we calculate

bird =F’rh +‘+’’ril=-‘firk

(37a)

—— . ---- . . ... . . _

+
J=Re$*~V=~(V*ZW-$~Y*) .

(38)

Continuing,we have from Eq. (37.) and Eq. (31):

a2_2

;2 ‘o = ‘Jmklkk%P+‘Pk’)’%
+~*(Pk$) + “~k%)l

~% ‘~~’rkl[pk~(%+~$]’
at

+ (pkv~ ~(~+ $’

‘%l[(%+j$’](pkv)

,,*[pk*(!#+j$ll

a’-’

~ro = ~firk] - (pkpjPj~)*

‘@~$~(pjpj$) -(pjpj$*)(pk~) +$*(pkpjpj~)~

‘&&Trk](-’pkw)*” + (Pkwbo - ‘*(P,”)

( )[

+ +* pkv$ . (39a)

We define these two parts to be T1 and T2,respec-

tfvely:
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a’
_;2 =T1+T2 . (39b)
at2 0

First consider T
1’

being careful of the order of

the terms we get.

‘1“ *.I+ (Wpm”
( * (’~) -(’j’j$)’r~(’k’+)+ Pk$) rkpj ~

+V*rk(PkPjPj*)} .

By reordering the terms,keeping Eq. (34) in mind,

we get

.

Now rkpk = ekrk [1+ r p ; since the commutator
k’ k

[Pk,pk]iSa c-numbervia Eq. (36), it couueuteswith

‘jpllk ‘he ‘ec”nd ‘em” ‘us ‘e ‘y ‘rite

T1 =
1‘_% ‘[pkrkSpjpj > “ (40)

mih

Now

Kpjpdm
.

.

+

.

~l(rk)pj]pj+‘j~krkspj]

- [Pjspkrk]pj- ‘j~j$pkrk]

‘~(~j$pk]rk ‘Pk[pj)rk])pj

‘j(~j$pk]rk ‘pk~j$pk])l

- ‘k(-fi6jk)pj- ‘jpk(-ih$k) .

We next consider the term T2: again taking care to

preserve the correct ordering of terms from Eq.(39a)

we have

T,= &~T\-(~kv$)*rk$ + (Pk$~rkV~

- rk.$’(pk$)+ rk**(pkV$)~

f~
‘~ dT ‘@*Vpkrkv+@*pkrkv@

-~*Vrkpk~+@*rkPk~
[

1

fj(‘x
d~ +* rkpkv

)- ‘rkpk +

+ $*(’krkv
)1

- .pkrk +

=& {~rkpksv]> ‘~T[@rkpkv)* - (rkpkv~~~]}

{[ ] ~T[(vrkpkV)** -(rkpkV~)~*f}
=& < rkPk,. >+

{[ l-<[rkpk~vj~}
‘& <rkpk$v>

T2 =
[1

& Im < rkpk,. > .

Now, since

[rkpk,vl-- [Vsrk]pk - ‘k~sp~]

(42)

IIand since .,rk = O and [Pk,F] = (PkF) where F iS

any cnumber function of coordinates,we have that

Returning to

sentation of

[r~pk>v]=‘k(’kv) . (43)

explicit differentialoperator repre-
+
P, we get from Eqs. (43) and (42):

Thereforewe get

!) a.—

IPkrkt ‘jej I = 2fip p
kk

and T1 becomes, using Eq. (40),

(41)

“k- ark

and, as in Eq. (15),

U=+** .‘fI=~<pkpk> .
m

6
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1

Suppose we find a function h which satisfies

“dw)=’k(w’): (45)

We assume that the potential V can be expanded into

a series in powers of u, as done above in Eq. (20)

for the “potential”f({E12).

.
v =~ V/’

-~=o

m

akv = ~ Vnnu
()

‘-1 aku
n=O

.ak. =~Vnnun(aku) .

n.fj

(66)

It is obvious then that if h also can be expanded

into a power series Ln u, Eq. (45) is satisfied

provided that expansion is

,=~v+~+l .
nn

(47)
n=O

Therefore, assuming representationsof Eqs. (46) and

(47),we can write

J(T2 =-: dmrk akv) = -y.rk(akh). ,48,

‘“w>‘ince‘k(’kh)=(adh+‘Ic(akh)’and‘or ‘he
case of two transversedimensionsonly (k=l,2),we get

T2=-

Assuming that Q + O

way, the first term

are left with

Again, for the

this becomes

as ~ + = in a strong enough

will vanish in the limit and we

(49)

“potential”V represented in Eq. (46),

m[xT2=~ dT
v ~ Un+l
n n+l

(50)

n=()

From Eqs. (39b), (41),and (50), using the tran-

scriptions t = z, fi
()

= m = 1, we recover Pr

~~($=E) and we have derived the result ;

from

a2

()

2
~ “cl

=T1+T2

m

[X=4TE+4d~ fn~un+l , (51)
n.l)

where P is defined below in Eq. (56) and is a con-

stant by Eq. (11) (and is the total power in the

beam divided by cn/8~), and where TE is given in Eq.

(24) and we have returned to the notation and expan-

aionof Eqa. (10) and (20). Recall that, from Eqs.

(22) and (25), the “potentialenergy” term is given

by

I JPE= dTE*G(u)E= dTu~ fn+un . (52)

n+l

It is apparent on comparingEq. (51) and Eq. (52)

that the secOnd term of Eq. (51) is not equal in

general to PE. However, in the special circumstance

that the expansion of Eq. (20) has only one term,

correspondingto n=l, as is the case in Eq. (9a)

which is the most frequently

qoasiopticalequation with a

arity, we have

fl=$

studied form of the

self-focusingnonline-

(53)

(54)

f JPE= d.ufu=:d~u2

so that in fact, us~g the definition in Eq. (26),we

obtain

2

()

~ Pr
2

= 4<E> = cOnstant , (55)
32 0

which is essentially the expression in Eq. (28) that

we set out to investigate.

Therefore, it appears that Eq. (55) iS not ~

general true. That is, in contrast to the proper-

ties of Eqs. (11) and (26) [for circumstancesin

which the nonlinear term f satisfiea Eq. (12) and

can be representedby Eq.(20)] which are true in

the presence of a general class of nonlinearities,

the ProPertY Of Eq. (55) appeara to be valid only

in the circumstance that Eq. (53) is the only non-

vanishing term of the expansion of Eq. (20).

7



Equation (55), together with Eq. (37) as

written in terms of the variables of the electromag-

netic wave problem rather than the quantum mechsni-

CS1 analogs, apparently form the “moment theory” of

self-focusing. This is utilized by Suydam in Ref. 1

where the origin of this theory is cited aa an un-

translatedRussion article by Vlaaov, Petrishchev,
3

and Talanov. The present author doea not read

Russian and therefore thought it useful to prqsent

hla own derivationof these (possiblywell-known)

resul.ta.

TWO other quantitiesare kept track of in the

code. Defining

{
P= dxdy IE12 ,

they are

1 ——~-; (57)

‘1

2=
‘2 lE(O,~,z)12

where again the code uses the negative of Eq. (24)

aa the definition of TE.

We next turn to the method of solution of Eq.

(lo) : we rewrite that equation as

E= ‘(A+ ‘(Z))E
(58a)

A=+Vl
2

(58b)

B(z) =f(lE(:,d12) . (58c)

The approximatesolution of Eq. (58) is

E@zo +Az
)%:AZ(A +44) ,@,zo) (59)

since as

AZ+O

1im
E@,zo + Az) - E~,zo)

AZ+O

= ip+ B(zo))E&o) +O:Z)~,B(Zo)lE(% zo) .(60)

Notice that since [A,B] # O,”the full Beker-liauadorff

expansion must be used. Aa in Eq.

tator terms are Sigher order in Az

sion so that as

Eq. (59) by

E~,zo

Az + O we drop them

)
iAzB eiAzA

+Az se

and approximate

)
E~,zo . (61)

In order to evaluate the action of the first exponen-

tial, in view of Eq. (58b),we make use of a Fourier

transform in the transversecoordinate~: we define

‘he‘ransfom%%) ‘f ‘F~zo)by

~iil.:
qil ,Z.)f=d2r e E~, zo

)
(62a)

(56)
Thus

(60), the commu-

in that expan-

so that expanding the exponentialoperator in Eq.

(61) gives

~AZv2

e2 1 E@,zo )

Therefore, fromEq. (61),we find that

E~,zo + Az
) = eiAzf(lE@, zo)12)

J

d2kl - ~ Azkl
2 ~~ .;

.— Ze
()

e’-+ E ~,Zo . (63)

(21T)

If we define Q(:) by

and then recognize that, from Eq. (63),

lE@,z +Az)12 = lQ~)12 (65)

for nonlinear potentials f satisfying the reality

condition in Eq. (12),we therefore can write that,

using the representationof Eq. (20),

8



.

,

In

we

so

,(,+,=0),2) =n$fn(l+)l’)n o (66)

particular,for the particular f used in Eq. (9b),

have

‘(1’(%)12)= ‘P%)=* ’67)

that the solution of Eq. (63) may be written in

this case as

()iAzF ;,20
E&z. +Az

)
=e Q@) (68a)

)

iAzF~, zO-aAz )EC, ZO+AZ =e e Q~) . (68b)

Equation (68b) includes the constant gain or loss

termof Eq. (9c).

The Fourier integralsof Eq. (62) of course

cannot be evaluated exactly. To do them numerically

requires use of the finite Fourier transform. This

expansion is on a finite mesh: for a function H(x)

of one variable x which is periodic with period px,

(( ~)=the transform pair may be defined by H x + p

)
H(x)

Px
Ax =~;Nx = positive integer

x
(69a)

(69b)

By using the relation~ an = & (1 - SN) one can

explicitly ve~ify that Eqs. (69b) and (69c) are the

correctlynormalized transformsby substitutingEq.

(69c) into Eq. (69b).

()
I%US, for a two-dimensionalfunction E ~ =

E(x,y), we may define the

pair similarly [we assume

and y with periods px and

E(x,y)l:

finite Fourier transform

that E is periodic in x

( )py,’x+px,y+py =

Ax=>;N
x
= positive integer (70s)

x

AY=~;N = pos%tive integer (70b)
Yy

ITN ()~’mknh
Y

E(nAx,mAy)=~ ~ e ‘x

k=l %1

()-i~EmAy
.e ‘Y E(nAx,mAy) . (70d)

and analogous to Eq. (64) we get

~~ ‘(5)nAxi(a’d
Q(nAx,mAy)= e e

k=l L=l

and similarly to Eq. (67)

F(nAx,mAy;zo)

so that the solutions

E(nAx,mAy;zo + Az) =

E(nAx,mAy;zo + A.)

61Q(IUJX,mAY)12
. (72)
1 +ylQ(nAx,~y)12

in Eq. (68) become

iAzF(nAx,mAy;z )
e O Q(nAx,mAy)

(73a)

~Az iAzF(nAx,mAy;zo)
. e e Q(nAx,mAy) . (73b)

~is is explicitly the solution evaluated by the

code. That is, given an initial field E(x,Y;O),

~(x,y;O) ia computed via Eq. (70d). Q is then com-

puted from Eq. (71), F from Eq. (72), and E(x, Y;Az)

h thenevaluated from Eq. (73b). The procedure is

then iterated until the number of longitudinal

9



steps specified in the input data (parameterNZ in

the code) is reached, Appendix A gives a full list

of input parameter and their meaning.

We have made some checks of the numerical accu-

racy of this code. Since exact analytic solutions

to the ccmplete (diffractionPlus self-focuainz)Eq.

(9) are not known, we have limited ourselves to

examining diffractionproblems only with no nonll-

near index effects. Notice that when f~O, Eq. (63)

is the exact solution of Eq. (58) (with B~O) for

arbitrary Az..

The lCirchhoff-Freaneldiffraction integral for

the field envelope E(x,y;z) resulting from an initial

field E(xjyO;O) present in a plane alit aperture

located at z=O is

E(X,Y;Z, = (-:).-’(X’+‘)j/jdyO
-w-a

( .2 .2
“E(xO, y-; O)e

-i(a-b)x +y
)
e2ia(xx’ +yy”)

(74a)

‘n

a=xi (74b)

(74C)

Here F ia the initial focal length of the wave (F +

cuor b + O corresponds to a plane wave at the aper-

ture). Since the code can consider only a finite

plane region, we choose the initial field envelope

(
to have a Gausaien profile in x- 13(x)= 1 for x > 0

and 9(x) =
,)

-l forxcO andawidthLiny”.

“
L

-——

E(X”, yO; O) = Eoe K)[qy- +;)- ,(i - ;)].

(75)

In subsequent comparisonswith numerical reaul.ts,

w will be chosen to be much smaller than the finite
x

width of the region from which the numerical solu-

tion is obtained. Next, we scale the coordinates

X“,y- by half the slit width L/2; notice that this

is not quite the scaling defined in Eq. (4) which

is used in the code.

— x x“
X’im-iiz

?= 2- -.=Y&
L/2 ‘ y

(76a)

(76b)

()-l L12 -.2——
,2wx~’

E(;-,~-;O) - Eoe
[
e(j’+1) -e(;” -1

4

(77)

SubstitutingEqs. (76) and (77) into Eq. (74),we

obtain

(78a)

--m

“e

+a+@’?2+2ia($’z0 ,78b,

+1 ()2-.2 ()

2

I

- i(a - b)~y + 2ia $ ~’
Iy = d~” e .

-1 (78c)

We are interestedonly in the intensityat the cen-

ter (~,y=O) of the diffractionpattern. Thus, we

need only

r 1
I ‘n I

Writing this result in amplitude and

gives

2

()] I
- b) : ~“2

11’

.

phase form

i!

lX(;= 0)‘[(f)+ ,s”-b)2(;f’r4e‘,7,a)
tan @=-2wx2(a -b) . (79b)

10
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Turning next to the ~“ integral,we need only

V=o) =Ji+@-is@)l(82c)
(82d)

+1 2-.2

/

-i(a -b)(~) y

Iy(~ = O) = d;” e

= $’1’’’’[(a - :);$;”2]- i a~[(a - b)(ir~-zll.

(0 .@’F .

The on-axia intensitywill be

=&l E(~=~=o; z12 .

we find from Eqs. (78), (79),

1(; = ;= f);z)

We next define the variable u by

Calling 10 = & IE012>

and (82)
2

~u
2 ()

= (a-b) ~z~-z

and get

(80)

l(;=-= 024
()[[ 1

0;2) . z ~

‘o

“ W

llz

Iy(; = o) = 2[1Tf2

()

2.
(a-b)+

.lc@)+s2(q)[. (:3)where

To compare some numerical results with Eq. (83), the

following specific calculationswere done: as in

Eq. (3), a square region of side 1 in the transverse

plane was considered. In particular,[ 1..1.QM”2
VIZ

The Fresnel

are defined

sine and cosine integrala S(u) and C(u)

by ~=02
!2”

(84)

w

f= 0“1473591669 (85)

were chosen. Equation (85) means that the electric

field amplitude at the edge of the computational
-3

region in the x direction is down to 3.162277 x 10

of the central amplitude. A plane wave F + M was

F“) and the patterns at distances zchosen (N + N
F

correspondingto several different Fresnel numbers

were computed. As we have already noted above, Eq.

(63) is the exact solution of Eq. (58) with no non-

linear term present
(
B~O in Eq. (58)) for arbitrary

Az, so these calculationswere all done in a single

step. The patterns were evaluated at the scaled

distances z“ given by z“=z/kE2=n.9.947183943x 10-5

where n = 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8. These distances corre–

spend to Fresnel numbers:

s(.) = Ju sin(~ ~)

c@)=i- (N) -
0

We now define the Fresnel number NFby

(81a)

(81b)

(82a)

(82b)

=++)=V’(%)(L/2)2 1
‘F

O_ (L/2)2
‘F AZ

.

.

so that finally

11



TABLE I

COMPARISONOF RATIO OF CENTRAL INTENSITY

TO INITIAL CENTRAL INTENSITY

FOR VARIOUS FRESNEL NONBERS

NF Exact TAP1

w 1.000000 1.000000

64 0.9451652 1.oo4437

32 0.9231.5958 1.027129

21 113 0.96998127 0.8243172

16 0.8925561 0.9684277

12.8 0.9590980 1.172372

10 2/3 1.1973 1.218176

9.1428 1.073 1.013224

8 0.84995 0.8971402

TAP2

1.000000

1.004238

1.026721

0.8238254

0.9676574

1.171207

1.216723

1.011814

0.8957135

= 64, 32, 21 1/3, 16, 12.8, 10 2/3, 9.1428, 8 .

These calculationswere done with the maximum reso-

tion available,namely,using a grid of 256 x 256

points in the transverseplane. Both versions of

the code were used, Tappert’a “original”version

(with additional graphics capabilityadded by S. J.

Gitomer),which we refer to aa TAPl,and D. B. Hender-

son’s considerablyrecoded and speeded up version,

which we refer to as TAP2. The results are shown

in Table I in which the numerical results are com-

pared to each other and the exact results using Eq.

(83). Values of the Fresnel Integralswere taken

from Ref. 4. No elaborate interpolationswere done

in computing the “exact” results, so that they are

surely not accurate to six figures. However, it

SMY be seen that six figures of accuracy are not

needed to reveal the differencesbetween those

valuea and the numerically computed values. It is

heartening that at leaat the values provided by the

two veraions of the code are in close agreementwith

each other.

Although the calculateddiffractionpatterns

do appear qualitativelycorrect (N intensitypeaka

in the y direction in the x=O plane for a Fresnel

number of N), it may be seen that indeed great

quantitativeaccuracy haa not always been achieved.

It does not seem possible to ascribe these discrep-

TABLE 11

COMPARISONOF TAP2 WITR “EXACT” RESULT FOR

? = - 0.8007815 and ~2 = 1.085736203

lW)RVARIOUS FRESNEL NUMBERS

Exact
‘F

64 1.1388

32 1.0059

21 1/3 1.3628

16 1.3047

12.8 1.2141

10 2/3 1.2317

9.1428 1.0337

8 0.98616

7.1111 0.98629

6.4 0.97958

ancies to the small value of the initial field at

the edge of the numerical grid, although that is a

source of error. At lower Fresnel numbers, the fact

that the numerical problem being solved is actually

diffractionfrom an infinitelyrepeated array of

apertures in the transverseplane (“a.1.iasing”)be-

comes visibly apparent. Calculationsdone at Fres-

nel numbers between 3.6 and 0.36 (to check the guess

that since the Fresnel integral term in Eq. (83)

seems to reach a maximum value around N 0 = 0.72,
F

the entire pattern should have a global maximum in

the central intensity ratio near that point) rapidly

degenerateinto patent nonsense. Some attempts at

filteringhigh transverseFourier componentsby

smoothing the initial field in the y direction

(“soft aPerturing”)instead of suddenly truncating

it to zero did not improve the numerical results.

Notice that since the code operatea on the electric

field, a small error of x% in Table I corresponds to

x/2% approximatelyin the actual numerical calcula-

tion.

Differencesbetween TAP1 and TAP2 appear signi-

ficant with respect to running tire. Although these

calcdations do not provide a complete comparison,

we note that TAP1 required 124 seconds of 7600 CPU

time to calculate eight diffractionpatterns,while

TAP2 required 91 seconds to calculate ten patterns

(includingFreanel numbers 7.111 and 6.4 in addition

TAP2

1.234241

0.9695197

1.332852

1.359248

1.212875

1.276262

1.067020

1.068518

0.9425886

1.013044



to those listed in Table I). TAP1 calculatedonly

five patterns in the same time unless its detailed

contour plots were eliminated.

In Appendix B the complete diffractionpsttern

resulting from the initial field of Eq. (75) is de-

rived. In Table 11 a comparisonof the “exact” and

TAP2 values for the intensityratio in the x=0 plane

for a specific value of y is made. We have picked

the value y’ = - 0.1601563 (Eq. (14) scaling) or ~ =

- 0.8007815 (Eq. (76) scaling). The parameter &2

( )
Eq. ( B-2a) is equal to 1.085736203 for this

problem.

The numerical results demonstratedconservation

of the quantitiesof Eqs. (11) and (26) to six sig-

nificant figures in these calculations.

In conclusion,we have derived a number of

exact conservationlaws for the nonlinear parabolic

wave equation. These relations appear to be known

under the name “moment theory” and were first de-

rived in Ref. 3. The precise finite Fourier trans-

form mthod used by the code to solve the equation

is made explicit. Some input parameters are cited

in Appendix A. Comparisonof numerically computed

results for a pure diffractionproblem reveals very

good agreement between the two different veraions

of this code and fair (usuallybetter than 10% in

the intensity)agreement with the exact solution

(derived in Appendix B) over a considerablerange

of Fresnel numbers.

.
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where E(x) < 3 x 10 .

APPENI)IXA

INPUT IhlTA

The followingparameters are entered via FOR-

TRAN Nameliat input: !2is the length to which the

transverse coordinatesare scaled and k = ~ is the

light wave vector in the medium of linear refractive

index n.

1. ALFA=a=k!Z2~. z , g = intensity
-1

or lOss(a>O)incm .

gain (a < O)

some reference intensity end n is the nonlinear
2

refractive index. The code computes the scaled

3.

.4.

5.

electric field

if E“(o, o,o) =

E“(x,y;z) = E(x, y,z)/l ERI so that

l,the scalin~ intensitv ia just

the initial central intensity.

GAMA = y = ~Ioy*, Y* = unscaled nonlinear sa-

turation parameter .

DZ=~ dimensionlessstep size for physical
kE2

step size Az.

NZ= integer number of steps in longitudinaldi-

rection.
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6. MX(MY): number

is 2m(2m) ;1 ~

the code.

of grid points

MX(MY) < 8 for—

in X(Y) direction

both versions of [00.
2-

.+ L2+~
a

E(x,y;o) = E. e
x Y

with the code parameter GNX and GNY then given by
7. NPIAT: film plot every

8. NP: printer plot every

NPI..OTlongitudinalsteps.

NP longitudinalsteps.

9. IDRUN:

10. IFT.LM:

optional identificationnumber.

movie if IFILM = 2; otherwiseno movie.

The two versions of the code have somewhat different

initial field options. Either one or several Gaus-

sian beams (with or without initial curvature; pro-

pagating either along or at an angle to the z axis;

with different initial amplitudes)can be chosen.

The Gausaian structure is of the form:

()GWX(GWY)=> ~ .
The code parameters XO1(YO1), X02(Y02), . . . center

the initial Gaussians at (XO1,YO1), (X02,Y02),...

instead of (0,0). These Gauasiansmay be given

differentamplitudes AMPl, A?4P2,....differentini-

tial focal lengths R01,R02, .... and different pro-

pagation directions (NXO1,NYO1),(NX02,~02), ...

Various other input quantitiesare available

dependingon which version of the code is used.

APPENDIX B

EVALUATIONOF COMPLETE DIFFRACTION

PATTERN OF TEST PROBLEM

The scaled formof the diffraction integral of Ix(=) has already been evaluated. Defining:

Eq. (74), using the transversecoordinate scaling

Eq. (76) and the initial field in the aperture of

Eq. (77), is given by Eq. (78), whichwe repeat

here.

in

,. ,,o~=&

‘(;9;;’)=(-$9($O

-+~(~z +~z),,;,,(j,
“e

x Y

()1 L/2 ;.
2

+m _——

~

2W
Ix(;) = &’ e

x

-m

(B-2a)

.—.
(B-2b)

(B-la)

we find that

o=w&.f
‘F

(B-2c)

()
2

()

2
- i(a - b) ~ ;’2 + 2ia $ G“

“e (B-lb)

,x(,,,= J= API-[-SJ
,i(ii(;py]’ (B-2d)

tan8=-
()

(a-b)$2G2 . (B-2e)

.

t

,

1



m..—,—— -—&.–——. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

9

.

Lurnmg EO me orner ztmegra, Ler us aerme A and

B as

()
2

A=(a -b)+

()

2
B=2a~$ .

Then we can tranaform Iy into

(B-3a)

(B-3b)

Assume that a-b > 0 (z < F) so~ia

.

real. This be-

comes

.*:y@c(+]

“W+41

(B<)

Thus, Eqs. (B-2), (B-3), and (B-4) give the complete

diffracted field.

Recognizing that

ana tnat

()
2

B=2a $ ~ = 2nNF”7 ,

we can write the resulting .intenaity pattern aa

{[

2

1[
2

. C(c+) + c(c-)
1)

+ S(5+) + s(E_)

(B-5)

%-
L/2)2

‘F” = Z

For an initially plane wave, F + + =, NF + NFO and

E+*G F (1 i-~), and the intensity pattern goes
—

to

I

(-)

F-(; ,j, z) = l.+ ~
G(z)

2

(-)1[

-2 ~
;(z)

H

2
“e

II
C(c+o)+c(g_o) 2+ s(E+O)+s(c_O)

(B-6a)
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One can verify that this reduces to Eq. (83) (With

NF +NFO) as ~,~+ O. Finally, the intensity in the

; = O plane is, for an initial plane wave,

‘F+-=(ii= 0,;;2) =7 ‘o*
[[

2
. qC(ti+o)+C(O]2+[SK+O) +s(E-O) .

(B-7)

The following figures represent plans sections

of the two-dimenaionalintensitydistributionsof

Eq. (E-6) calculatedusing TAP2. Since the inten-

sity in the y=O plane ia always Gaussian, it ia

shown only for the initial (z=O) distribution. The

Fresnel number NFO (used in Tablea I and II) corres-

ponding to the indicatedscaled longitudinaldis-

tance z from the aperture plane is given below.

z

0.00
0.9947E-04

0.1989E-03

0.2984E-03

0.3979E-03

0.4974E-03

0.5968E-03

13.6963E-03

0.7958E-03

0.8952E-03

0.9947E-03

NFO

m

64

32

21 113

16

12.8

10 2/3

9.1438 .

8

7.111

64

‘
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